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EXPERIENCE THE ANNUAL HUMPBACK WHALE 
SUPER GROUP PHENOMENOM 

Whale Expedition SA offers expeditions to encounter the rich marine life
present along the Cape West Coast. Annually, the region hosts the largest
annual gathering of Humpback whales in the Southern Hemisphere. 

"Humpback Whale Supergroups" - a novel, low latitude feeding behavior,
unique to the Cape West Coast, a phenomenon rarely seen worldwide. 

The Atlantic Ocean offers vast open spaces, is home to spectacular nature
reserves along the West Coast with seascapes that appear to extend
further than the horizon. The perfect backdrop in which to experience the
Humpback Supergroups. 

The Expedition crew are well versed in Whale Approach and Behaviour's.
With over a decade of whale watching experience in various locations
worldwide. Small groups, customisable expeditions are intimate and
personal on all levels.

info@whaleexpedition.co.za www.whaleexpedition.co.za

Transport to/from the West Coast

INCLUDES

EXCLUDES

Boat based Whale Watching (approx. 4-6 Hours)
Selection of Non-alcoholic drinks 
Breakfast spread
Snacks whilst at sea
Braai lunch

Arrive & Meet your crew and receive an in-depth
Welcome orientation, set off onboard Meganova
our high end RIB, designed to offer maneuverability
& performance. Spend the day in search of
Humpback whales and the myriad of marine life the
ocean has on offer.

Upon return to land, enjoy a light lunch during the
debrief by your Whale Specialist guide, skipper &
crew

1- Day Tour -  R4950pp 
Private Tour (max 10pax) R48000

EXPEDITION RATES -  2024|2025

1-DAY EXPEDITION ITINERARY 

Upon confirmation of any booking, it will be regarded that the client has read and accepted the Terms and Conditions

+27 (82) 353 0550

We recommend you allow for flexibility during your stay should the
expedition date need to be shifted to accommodate sea/weather
conditions.
All guests need to be physically and medically fit.
Minimum age: 12yrs (with parental guidance). Younger may be considered
on a private charter basis.

FLEXIBILITY & RESTRICTIONS

November 2024 - March 2025
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